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Summary
Platelet function defects are caused by rare congenital or, more frequently, by acquired disorders. They may lead to bleeding or thrombotic tendencies despite of normal platelet counts. The corresponding symptoms are often quite heterogeneous. A disorder of platelet function is suspected on the basis of case and family history, physical examination and platelet function tests. The so far primary screen of platelet dysfunctions, the bleeding time, is neither very sensitive nor specific and depends very much on the skills of the person that performs the test. Therefore, other general and in addition more specialised laboratory tests have to be performed for diagnosing an isolated platelet abnormality or in most cases combined platelet function defects. An approach to diagnosing a platelet disorder is presented, which supports the high significance of flow cytometry in platelet function analysis. Furthermore, we like to elucidate that in most cases a platelet-mediated haemostatic disorder cannot be characterised by just a single function defect, but rather by a combination of platelet functional abnormalities. Detailed knowledge of the platelet disorder is necessary for adequate therapeutical management of the individual patient, including the control of the underlying disease in acquired disorders, transfusion of platelets and administration of haemostatic drugs.
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Zusammenfassung
**Introduction**

Intact haemostasis involves a tightly regulated interplay of platelets with platelets, other blood or vascular cells as well as with subendothelial matrix and plasma proteins. Therefore, platelet function defects contribute to bleeding or thrombotic complications. Inherited defects of platelet function, although rare, have provided important insights into platelet physiology and pathology. Acquired defects are more common, but less well studied and often more complex and therefore more difficult to classify. They occur in a wide variety of clinical settings, e.g. autoimmune disorders, drug treatment, systemic diseases or surgery (table 1), and the severity of bleeding or thrombotic tendency varies greatly. In acquired platelet defects, the treatment is primarily directed at the underlying disease process in order to remove the cause of the platelet dysfunction.

A disorder of platelet function is suspected on the basis of case and family history, physical examination and platelet function tests (fig. 1). This review focuses on disorders which are caused by or associated with platelet function defects. Furthermore, we like to elucidate that in most cases a platelet-mediated haemostatic disorder cannot be characterised by just a single function defect, but rather by a combination of platelet functional abnormalities.

**Defects of Platelet Adhesion**

If a blood vessel becomes injured or damaged the subendothelium is exposed to circulating blood cells. Platelets are the first and central haemostatic cells which adhere to subendothelial matrix proteins via specific receptors. Under high arterial shear conditions the platelet glycoprotein complex GPIb/V/IX predominantly mediates the first contact to the matrix-absorbed plasma protein von Willebrand factor (vWF) and thrombospondin-1 (TSP-1) [1, 2]. In vessels with low or moderate shear stress, interactions of platelet GPIa/IIa with matrix exposed collagen and with immobilised fibronectin or fibrinogen induce platelet adhesion. Among this, interactions between vitronectin and α5β1-integrin, fibronectin and α5β1-integrin and laminin and α6β1-integrin have been implicated in platelet adhesion [3, 4]. There is a wide variety of inherited and acquired disorders with impaired interactions between platelets and the vessel wall which are caused by functional defects of adhesion receptors on the platelet surface or adhesive proteins from the plasma and/or subendothelial matrix.

**Hereditary Disorders**

The rare Bernard-Soulier syndrome (BSS, autosomal recessive inheritance) is characterised by missing or functional abnormalities of platelet GPIb/V/IX complexes leading to absent or markedly reduced adhesion and agglutination/aggregation in response to ristocetin or low concentrations of thrombin. However, aggregation induced by ADP epinephrine or collagen appears normal. Patients with BSS often have giant platelets and mild or moderate thrombocytopenia [5, 6]. Typical clinical features are nosebleed, subcutaneous haematoma, epistaxis, hypermenorrhoea, petechiae and purpura. Heterozygotes are often asymptomatic [7]. Adhesion and aggregation studies are not sufficient to identify patients with BSS. In addition, flow cytometric quantitative and functional analyses of the GPIb/V/IX complex and its subunits are necessary to distinguish between BSS and von Willebrand’s disease and, in the case of BSS, to differentiate between quantitative and qualitative abnormalities of the GPIb/V/IX complex. It is well accepted that genetic defects in the genes of GPIbα, GPIbβ or GPIX contributes to BSS [8]. In contrast, it has been proposed that a defect in GPV (not seen in humans yet) is associated with thrombotic rather than with bleeding tendency [9]. In case of severe bleeding, platelet transfusions may be recommended. Successful treatment of individual BSS cases with recombinant factor VIIa (FVIIa) implies a further promising indication of recombinant FVIIa [10]. A more common platelet adhesion disorder is the von Willebrand's disease (vWD). A detailed description is beyond the scope of this review. The readers are referred to Sadler [11]. The pathophysiology of vWD is highly variable and includes total absence of vWF (type 3, autosomal dominant inheritance) in the plasma and in platelets up to low production or defective release of intact vWF (type 1, autosomal dominant inheritance) as well as normal release of dysfunctional vWF with abnormal patterns of vWF multimers (type 2, autosomal dominant and/or recessive inheritance) [12]. Pseudo-vWD or platelet-type vWD is caused by defects in the gene of GPIbα which lead to an increased avidity of resting platelets for vWF with subsequent platelet activation and aggregation. Thus, the highly active high-molecular weight multimers of vWF are preferentially removed which hence may cause bleeding tendency, including prolonged bleeding time and intermittent thrombocytopenia. In vWD type 2B (mutation in the vWF gene) the same symptoms are observed as in platelet-type vWD. Laboratory tests in both disorders are characterised by increased platelet adhesion and aggregation in response to low concentrations of ristocetin [13]. Platelet plasma exchange tests give the first hint whether GPIb on the platelet or the vWF is defect. Specific diagnostics of vWD may require quantification of ristocetin cofactor, vWF collagen binding, analysis of vWF multimers and functional platelet analysis by flow cytometry including plasma exchange experiments, platelet adhesion analysis under flow conditions and molecular biology. The frequent vWD type 1 is characterised by mild bleeding tendency, is often asymptomatic or becomes symptomatic only after surgery. Patients with vWD type 2 or 3 show severe but
variable bleeding symptoms. Desmopressin, raising the plasma levels of vWF and FVIII released from endogenous stores, is often used in the case of vWD type 1 but is not useful in the cases of vWD type 3, type 2A, 2M and 2N, and contra-indicated in the case of vWD type 2B with thrombocytopenia. In vWD type 3 vWF and FVIII concentrates may be given [14].

Recently, a two-step model of collagen interaction with platelets involving recognition of specific sequences in collagen by the integrin GPIa/IIa to arrest platelets under flow, which precedes the following GPVI-mediated platelet activation (see below) is discussed [15].

Loss or defects in the major collagen receptors GPIa/IIa (α2β1-integrin) and the immune receptor homologue GPVI showed impaired adhesion to collagen and vascular endothelium. Nieuwenhuis et al. [16] and Kehrel et al. [17] described patients with mild bleeding disorders with prolonged bleeding time attributable to deficient expression of platelet GPIa/IIa. The platelets from these patients had impaired collagen-induced aggregation but responded normally to all other platelet agonists. At least 8 patients with mild bleeding disorders have been described whose platelets showed functional deficiency in GPVI [18, 19]. GPVI-deficient human platelets show selective impairment in collagen response. Collagen-induced fibrinogen binding to GPVI-deficient platelets, but these platelets did not aggregate [20]. One of the GPVI-deficient patients developed antibodies to GPVI, which, when added to normal platelets, caused their aggregation and whose Fab fragments were able to reduce platelet aggregation induced by collagen [21]. GPVI-deficient platelets showed defective second-phase adhesion in flowing blood, a reaction that is attributable mainly to platelet-platelet interaction [22].

Generally platelet-dependent adhesion defects may be analysed by using the ‘cone and plate(let) analyser’ or Impact device, which enables shear-dependent platelet adhesion to a wide variety of adhesive substrates. In addition, qualitative and quantitative flow cytometric analysis of platelet collagen receptors using antigen-specific monoclonal antibodies is reliable to identify defects in adhesion mechanisms. Patients with Ehlers-Danlos syndrome have impaired collagen synthesis leading to disrupted, defective vessels and to extremely fragile skin and easy bruising. Severe forms are predisposed to sudden death due to spontaneous bleeding as a result of arterial rupture. Platelets from these patients are functionally normal, but adhesion to the collagen in the vessel wall is impaired [23].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1. Classification of platelet function disorders</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Platelet function disorders</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'primary' (‘autonomous’ disease)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>inherited</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adhesion defects</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Von Willebrand’s disease</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bernard-Soulier syndrome</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ehlers-Danlos syndrome</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fibrinogen binding / primary aggregation defects</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Glanzmann’s thrombasthenia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Congenital afibrinogenenaemia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Platelet granule, secretion defects</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Storage pool disease (α, δ, α-δ)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quebec platelet disorder</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Signal transduction defects</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G-protein defects</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Effector enzyme defects</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thromboxane synthesis defects</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cytoskeleton defects</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Acquired Disorders

Acquired vWD is often associated with systemic disorders such as uraemia, myeloproliferative disorders, certain tumours and monoclonal gammapathies, inducing abnormalities of plasma or platelet vWF. Uraemic patients usually have normal or increased plasma levels of vWF. However, the level of high-molecular vWF multimers is significantly decreased in these patients, leading to dysfunctional platelet adhesion. Desmopressin has been shown to shorten the bleeding time in 75% of uraemic patients [24, 25].

Up to 50% of patients with myeloproliferative disorders show qualitative or quantitative changes of plasma vWF [26]. Thrombocytosis is often associated with a significant decrease of high-molecular vWF multimers and an increase of vWF fragments in the plasma. The causal link is still not known, but recent studies indicate that pathologically elevated concentrations of pre-activated platelets lead to an increased binding of high-molecular vWF multimers to the platelet surface with subsequent degradation of bound vWF via platelet-secreted proteases. This acquired vWD phenotype seems to be similar to type 2 and platelet-type vWD, and therefore desmopressin or vWF concentrates do not correct the haemostatic defect [27]. Platelet vWF may also be involved in the bleeding tendency of patients with bypass surgery [28]. Some patients have low platelet vWF activity, usually associated with higher or normal values of vWF antigen, whereas plasma levels are normal or modestly decreased [29]. Aortic stenosis has also been reported to be associated with acquired vWD. Shear stress across the narrowed valve is thought to induce structural changes of large vWF multimers degraded by ADAMTS-13.
proteolysis. Valve replacement led to resolution of bleeding [30].

In addition to acquired vWD, impaired platelet adhesion to the subendothelium in uraemia may be due to proteolytic degradation of GPIb to soluble glycocalicin [31]. Inhibition of interactions between fibrinogen and GPIIb/IIIa caused by uraemic toxins, leading to conformational changes in GPIIb/IIIa, may be discussed to be causative for platelet adhesion defects in uraemic patients. Also structural changes of the adhesive substrate TSP-1 contributing to impaired subendothelial platelet adhesion may be involved in uraemia [32].

Some cases of autoimmune disorders, including systemic lupus erythematosus, rheumatoid arthritis or idiopathic thrombocytopenic purpura (ITP) are associated with production of autoantibodies, mainly against platelet GPIb, GPIIb/IIIa, GPIa/IIa and GPVI. These autoantibodies may coat platelets and therefore inhibit platelet adhesion competitively and induce increased platelet removal in the spleen facilitating thrombocytopenia [33–35]. In patients with platelet counts persistently below 30 × 10^9/l, treatment with corticosteroids, and/or intravenous immunoglobulin or anti-D may be required.

Platelet adhesion defects are also associated with monoclonal gammopathies, including multiple myeloma and Waldenström’s macroglobulinaemia. Very high gamma globulin concentrations may lead to platelet coating with paraproteins/monoclonal IgG via binding to platelet Fc receptors with subsequent blocking of interactions between platelet receptors and matrix/plasma proteins. However, in some cases the paraprotein bound specifically to vWF resulting in acquired vWD [36]. Plasmapheresis and chemotherapy are usually applied for treatment of bleeding complications in patients with paraprotein disorders.

As a result of dysmegakaryocytosis, platelets in patients with myelodysplastic syndromes are often dysfunctional with abnormal glycoprotein patterns, and acquired BSS has been reported [37]. Vitamin C deficiency can also lead to platelet adhesion defects. This deficiency diminishes the synthesis of hydroxyproline and therefore of collagen, leading to defective platelet adhesion to the vessel wall. However, platelet in vitro function is normal. Gingival, subcutaneous and muscle bleeding associated with perifollicular petechiae occur. This disorder can be cured by oral administration of vitamin C for some weeks [38].

Drugs such as phosphodiesterase inhibitors or dipyridamole, which increase platelet inhibitory intracellular cAMP levels, are used in the prevention of arterial and venous thrombosis and inhibit platelet adhesion to collagen and to the subendothelium. For details the reader is referred to the review from Ahrens et al. [125] in this issue.

**Defects of Platelet Spreading**

During platelet adhesion, multiple interactions between specific platelet receptors and subendothelial matrix proteins induce receptor clustering, leading to platelet activation. Subse-
quert inside-out signalling mediates the activation of the integrin GPIIb/IIIa and a radical change of cytoskeleton structures leading to shape change, formation of pseudopodiae and platelet spreading. Spreaded platelets have multiplied their surface compared to resting platelets, facilitating effective governess of the damaged vessel during wound healing (fig. 2A).

A number of disorders have been described with abnormal platelet structural or cytoskeletal proteins. Inherited disorders include disorders associated with macrothrombocytopenia, mutations in the MYH-9 gene (mutations in non-muscle myosin heavy chain IIa) and platelet sphaerocytosis [39]. Platelets from patients with Glanzmann’s thrombocytopenia (see below) show impaired spreading on a collagen matrix in vitro, too (fig. 2B), indicating a functional role of GPIIb/IIIa in specific changes of cytoskeleton structures [40].

Acquired disorders which are associated with impaired platelet spreading include predominantly disorders which affect megakaryocytosis like myelodysplastic syndromes (see above). Differential analysis of platelet spreading defects can only be performed using special light microscopy and electron microscopy devices (fig. 2).

Defects of Platelet Fibrinogen Binding / Primary Aggregation

Platelet adhesion leads to clustering of specific receptors interacting with subendothelial matrix proteins followed by activation of the integrin GPIIb/IIIa via inside-out-signalling. Conformational changes in GPIIb/IIIa enable binding of soluble fibrinogen which cross-links further platelets, leading to recruitment of additional platelets and aggregation. Under high shear conditions (e.g. arterial stenotic vessels) activated platelet GPIIb/IIIa is able to interact with plasma vWF leading to vWF-mediated platelet aggregation [1]. Disorders affecting fibrinogen or shear-induced vWF binding to GPIIb/IIIa are characterised by impaired platelet-platelet interaction and primary aggregation.

Hereditary Disorders

Few patients with deficient or dysfunctional GPIIb/IIIa receptor complex (Glanzmann’s thrombasthenia (GT), autosomal recessive inheritance) show prolonged bleeding time, mucocutaneous bleeding, epistaxis, subcutaneous haematomata, petechiae and purpura, but normal platelet count and morphology. Heterozygotes usually do not have bleeding symptoms. Analysis of affected individuals has provided invaluable insights into the structure-function relationship of the GPIIb/IIIa receptor. The hallmark of GT is reduced or absent platelet aggregation in response to all physiologic platelet agonists, and even the primary wave of aggregation is absent. However, ristocetin-induced platelet agglutination/aggregation is normal. GT is caused by mutations in the genes encoding GPIIb or GPIIIa leading to loss, reduction or qualitative abnormalities of these glycoproteins. Thus, the extent of expressed GPIIb/IIIa and the content of fibrinogen in the platelet α-granule may vary (type I <5% GPIIb/IIIa surface expression, type II about 10–20% GPIIb/IIIa surface expression and type III 60–100% dysfunctional GPIIb/IIIa surface expression) [41]. Differential diagnosis of GT requires quantitative and qualitative flow cytometric analysis of platelet GPIIb/IIIa using monoclonal antibodies against specific epitopes of the receptor complex or the subunits. In addition, molecular characterisation of the individual mutation pattern in GPIIb/IIIa of GT patients may be helpful in prenatal and family diagnosis.

Platelet transfusion is used as treatment for severe bleeding in GT. However, platelet transfusions may result in the development of autoantibodies to GPIIb/IIIa and/or to human leucocyte antigens (HLA), leading to platelet refractoriness. Recombinant FVIIIa has been shown to be effective in GT patients and is approved in the European Union for the treatment of GT patients with platelet antibodies and platelet refractoriness [42].

Congenital disorders of plasma and/or platelet fibrinogen are rare and consist of either absent (afibrinogenaemia, autosomal recessive disorders), low fibrinogen (hypofibrinogenaemia, autosomal recessive disorders), abnormal fibrinogen (dysfibrinogenaemia, in most cases autosomal dominant disorders) or both. Dysfibrinogenaemia is asymptomatic in 55% of cases, with 25% having bleeding tendency and 20% thrombotic tendency. Patients with afibrinogenaemia and severe hypofibrinogenaemia show mild to severe bleeding tendency associated with prolonged bleeding time and similar bleeding symptoms and aggregation defects, like GT patients [43, 44]. Specific laboratory tests, including determination of plasma or platelet fibrinogen, flow cytometric analysis of platelet surface glycoproteins as well as agonist-induced platelet binding capacity for internal and external fibrinogen, fibrinogen 2D-electrophoresis, fibrinogen and GPIIb or GPIIIa gene analysis are used to diagnose GT and afibrinogenaemia/dysfibrinogenaemia. In contrast to GT, patients with afibrinogenaemia/dysfibrinogenaemia require haemotherapy with fibrinogen products.

Acquired Disorders

Acquired disorders in fibrinogen (dysfibrinogenaemia) are sometimes caused by liver disease, biliary tract disease and certain malignancies, such as hepatoma and renal cell carcinomas [45, 46]. In addition, it has been reported that patients who underwent organ (e.g. liver) or stem cell transplantation may develop dysfibrinogenaemia [47, 48]. Besides classical screening tests, e.g. thrombin time, reptilase time, fibrinogen activi-
ty/antigen ratio, automatically thromboelastography (TEG system) has been developed for global analysis of whole blood coagulation and fibrinolysis. There are several systemic diseases (disseminated intravascular coagulation, hepatic disease, sepsis, and trauma) which may be associated with hyperfibrinolytic reactions and with a significant increase of fibrinogen/fibrin degradation products (FDP). It has been shown that particularly fragments D and E have a high affinity for platelet membranes and compete with fibrinogen for platelet receptors, thus impairing aggregation. However, serum FDP levels may not be well correlated with reduced platelet aggregation [49, 50].

Patients with acute leukaemia and myelodysplastic syndromes may show platelet aggregation characteristics of GT. Myelodysplastic syndromes may be associated with abnormal GPIIb as a result of dysmegakaryopoiesis, and deficient GPIIb/IIIa production has been observed in acute promyelocytic leukaemia [51]. In chronic ITP many antibodies are directed against GPIIb/IIIa, which may block interaction between fibrinogen and GPIIb/IIIa and therefore inhibit platelet aggregation [52].

In some patients with paraprotein disorders the paraprotein bound specifically to platelet membrane GPIIb which resulted in acquired GT [53].

Perioperative substitution of dextran or hydroxyethyl starch for haemodilution has been reported to presumably be associated with impaired platelet aggregation. Hydroxyethyl starch is able to coat platelets by unspecific binding to the platelet surface, therefore blocking GPIIb/IIIa-fibrinogen interaction [54]. Bleeding complications as a result of haemodilution requires its discontinuation.

Due to its critical role in mediating platelet aggregate formation, GPIIb/IIIa has become a primary target for the development of antithrombotic agents [125]. It has been proposed that uraemic toxins inhibit the binding of fibrinogen to GPIIb/IIa. In addition, uraemic patients may show significant reduction of platelet fibrinogen [55].

Defects of Platelet Signal Transduction

Platelet activation is the result of tight regulated intracellular responses due to ligation of platelet agonists with receptors on the platelet surface with subsequent receptor clustering. One important signalling cascade is characterised by agonist (e.g. ADP, thrombin, thromboxane A2 (TXA2), epinephrine, platelet-activating factor (PAF)) induced activation of distinct G-protein receptors. The interaction between the G-protein receptors and the key intracellular effector enzymes are mediated by a group of guanosine triphosphate (GTP)-binding proteins which are regulated by GTP.

Signalling through receptors coupled to the Gq-family of G-proteins (protease-activated receptor 1 (PAR1), PAR4, TXA2 receptor, S-HT2A receptor) leads to activation of PLC. PLC catalyses the hydrolysis of phosphatidylinositolbisphosphate (PIP2) to inositol trisphosphate (IP3) which induces the mobilisation of Ca2+ from the dense tubuli system. An increase in intracellular Ca2+ is associated with a phosphorylation of the myosin light chain by myosin light chain kinase, a process that is necessary for shape change. In addition, receptor signalling through Gq12/13-proteins (PAR1, PAR4) also contributes to shape change [56]. Granule secretion is one relevant process in response to Ca2+ mobilisation, which leads to release of ADP from the dense bodies. ADP binds back to P2Y12 and amplifies platelet activation [57]. Another activation-enhancing pathway is characterised by the synthesis and release of TXA2 which results from Ca2+-dependent mobilisation of arachidonic acid by phospholipase A2 and subsequent metabolism through the cyclooxygenase (CO) and TXA2 synthase.

There are some patients who have hereditary abnormalities in early signal transduction events, e.g. G-protein activation, defects in phospholipase C-β2 activation, Ca2+-mobilisation and protein phosphorylation.

Hereditary Defects in G-Protein Activation

Patients with deficiency in specific GTP-binding proteins (Gαq, Gαi1) have been described with mild to moderate bleeding disorders. Platelets from these patients show abnormal aggregation and secretion in response to several agonists. Platelets deficient in Gαq had diminished GTPase activity and abnormalities in the downstream events of GPIIb/IIIa activation, Ca2+ mobilisation and release of arachidonic acid [58]. In contrast, platelets deficient in Gαi1 (mediating inhibition of adenyl cyclase and cAMP levels) showed normal Gαq-mediated responses, including activation of PLC-β2, Ca2+ mobilisation and pleckstrin phosphorylation, but fail to inhibit forskolin-stimulated increase in cAMP levels within the platelets [59].

Hereditary Defects in Phospholipase C-β2 Activation, in Ca2+ Mobilisation and in Protein Phosphorylation

One patient with impaired platelet PLC activation had decreased platelet PLC-β2 protein levels and showed impaired aggregation and secretion responses, decreased IP3 and diacylglycerol formation, diminished Ca2+ peak concentrations and pleckstrin phosphorylation [60].

Activation of PKC-θ, a serine- and threonine-specific protein kinase, regulates central processes of platelet activation, including activation of GPIIb/IIIa, pleckstrin phosphorylation and granule secretion. In some patients deficiency in platelet PKC-θ resulted in mucocutaneous bleeding, mild thrombocytopenia and impaired agonist-induced platelet aggregation and dense granule secretion. Agonist-induced activation of
GPIIb/IIIa as well as phosphorylation of pleckstrin and myosin light chain was reduced [61]. Other studies reported of patients with defects in phosphatidylinositol metabolism and protein phosphorylation. However, the primary protein abnormalities are not known [62]. Most of these patients require only rarely or infrequently any therapy.

Patients with congenital deficiencies in intracellular enzymes of the arachidonic acid pathway and of TXA2 synthesis (e.g. impaired liberation of arachidonic acid, cyclooxygenase deficiency, TXA2 synthase deficiency) have been described who show platelet function abnormalities as has been observed in storage pool disease (see below) [63, 64].

Acquired Defects

Uraemic patients had usually increased plasma levels of prostacyclin which induce a receptor-mediated increase of platelet intracellular cAMP levels [65]. In addition, platelets from uraemic patients produce increased levels of NO associated with increased NO synthase activity which result in increased intracellular cGMP levels. High concentrations of cyclic mononucleotides as second messengers lead to a decrease in IP3 synthesis and Ca2+ mobilisation, resulting in reduction of platelet activation [66]. Bleeding tendencies of uraemic patients correlate with the activity of platelet NO synthase [67]. Furthermore, a significant decrease in the platelet production of TXA2 and prostaglandin could be observed in uraemic patients [68]. The mechanisms involved are not known, but uraemic toxins may contribute to this signal transduction defect. Dysmegakaryocytopenia associated with leukaemia and myeloproliferative syndromes may also lead to cyclooxygenase and/or thromboxane synthetase deficiency [69].

A number of antiplatelet drugs affect distinct platelet signalling pathways, including acetylsalicylic acid, phosphodiesterase inhibitors and non-steroidal anti-inflammatory drugs as well as furosemide and nitrofurantoin. Acetylsalicylic acid acts as irreversible platelet cyclooxygenase-1 acetylator/inhibitor leading to impaired TXA2 production [70]. Traditional non-steroidal anti-inflammatory drugs (e.g. ibuprofen, indomethacin, and phenylbutazone) can inhibit thromboxane-dependent platelet function by competitive, irreversible inhibition of platelet cyclooxygenase-1 [71]. Phosphodiesterase inhibitors and a number of prostaglandins induce elevation of cAMP levels within the platelets. Intake of large amounts of ethanol impairs TXA2 production due to inhibition of prostaglandin endoperoxide synthesis which may be associated with morphological abnormalities. The effect of alcohol on platelets is reversible [72].

Diets, rich in eicosapentaenoic acid (e.g. fish oil), may lead to decreased TXA2 synthesis, platelet dysfunction and slight prolongation of the bleeding time due to replacement of phospholipid arachidonate by phospholipids rich in eicosapentaenoic acid which is a poor substrate for TXA2 synthesis [73, 74].

Defects in Agonist-Receptor Coupling

ADP is the prominent amplifier of initial platelet activation [75]. There are two important ADP receptors on the platelet surface. The Gq-coupled P2Y1 receptor mediates mobilisation of Ca2+, shape change and transient aggregation. The Gi-coupled P2Y12 receptor is supposed to potentiate platelet secretion and to be involved in sustained irreversible formation of large aggregates. Enzymatical conversion of released ADP to inactive AMP by endothelial and monocyte ecto-ADPase/CD39 limits platelet activation by ADP. A description of a patient with congenital P2Y1 defect was given by the group of Oury et al. [76] while several P2Y12 deficiencies have been described [77, 78]. A detailed, recent review on inherited and acquired abnormalities of the platelet P2 receptors is given by Cattaneo [79].

It has been shown that epinephrine signalling through Gq-coupled α2a receptor stimulation shares the final part of the P2Y12 receptor signalling pathway. This finding might be important to understand the effect of epinephrine on clopidogrel-treated platelets. Collagen receptor deficiencies are discussed in the adhesion chapter (see above).

Defects of the Release Reaction

Platelets contain three types of granules: the dense bodies, the α-granules and the lysosomes. On platelet activation, the contents of these granules are secreted by an exocytotic process. On platelet activation platelets release arachidonic acid from phospholipids by phospholipase A2. The free arachidonic acid is converted by the cyclooxygenase-1 to prostaglandins G2 and H2 while the thromboxane synthetase forms TXA2. Some of the secreted products induce further platelet activation as a positive feedback, e.g. ADP, TXA2 and serotonin [80]. About 50% of platelet ADP is stored in the dense bodies (storage pool), which are released after platelet activation, but cannot be refilled. In contrast, the metabolic pool of adenine nucleotides, which is localised in the cytoplasm but not connected to the dense bodies, is able to synthesise new ADP but cannot be released. Serotonin (5-hydroxytryptamin, 5-HT), a well known strong vasoconstrictor, binds to the Gq-coupled 5HT2A receptor and amplifies the platelet response together with ADP. In addition, serotonin may play a procoagulant role in augmenting the retention of procoagulant proteins like fibrinogen and TSP-1 on the platelet surface [81].

Dense body deficiencies are not a homogenous group of disorders. Some rare patients have a deficiency of granule stores
per se (storage pool deficiency). In δ-storage pool deficiency, the platelets are deficient in dense bodies or the dense body contents, like ATP, ADP and serotonin, are decreased (fig. 3D). δ-Storage pool deficiency has been reported in association with other inherited disorders such as Hermansky-Pudlak syndrome, Chediak-Higashi syndrome and Wiskott-Aldrich syndrome [82].

Acquired deficiencies of dense bodies or dense granular contents are seen occasionally in patients with chronic ITP, systemic lupus erythematosus and autoimmune haemolytic anaemia [83]. An impaired secretion as a result from aberrations in the signal transduction that regulates the release of granule contents is more common.

The α-granules contain large adhesive proteins (vWF, TSP-1, vitronectin, fibronectin), mitogenic factors (PDGF, VEGF, TGF-β), coagulation factors (FV, FVII, FXI, FXIII) and protease inhibitors (protein C, plasminogen-activator-inhibitor 1 (PAI-1), TFPI), which are released immediately after platelet activation. Some of the α-granule proteins are synthesised by megakaryocytes (TSP-1 [84], β-thromboglobulin, platelet factor 4 (PF-4)); others are endocytosed from the plasma (immunoglobulins, fibrinogen, vitronectin). Various glycoproteins, for example P-selectin (CD62P), are exclusively localised on the α-granule membrane in resting platelets. Upon secretion, the membrane of the α-granule fuses with the plasma membrane and exposes CD62P on the platelet surface. P-selectin mediates platelet binding to neutrophils and monocytes [85]. Leukocytes are able to roll on platelets, which are immobilised on the sub-endothelium, in a P-selectin-dependent manner [86].

Platelets with gray platelet syndrome have a deficiency in α-granule content proteins, and therefore all proteins that are produced by the megakaryocytes and packed into the α-granules, e.g. TSP-1, PF-4, and thromboglobulin are missing [87]. These platelets appear gray on the peripheral blood smear, are much larger than normal platelets, and secretion and aggregation, especially in response to thrombin, are impaired (fig. 3A,B). Local infections of wounds occur very often in these patients. Membranes of abnormal precursor granules, containing P-selectin, are present in gray platelets.

In the ARC (arthrogryposis, renal dysfunction and cholestasis) syndrome, platelets present negligible amounts of P-selectin on their surface, and no α-granule membranes are found by electron microscopy [88].

The Quebec platelet disorder (QPD) is an autosomal dominant platelet disorder associated with delayed bleeding and α-granule protein degradation [89]. Acquired defects in storage pool release are heterogeneous. They can be caused by many different underlying diseases, such as cardiopulmonary bypass surgery, immune-mediated release, drugs (storage deficiency: among others reserpine, methysergide, tricyclics, phenothiazines; defective release: e.g. aspirin and other non-steroidal anti-inflammatory drugs), platelet dyspoiesis (e.g. leukaemia, myeloproliferative disorders), ethanol and even diet. An acquired defect with α-granule...
depletion has been described in patients during open-heart and pump-oxygenator bypass surgery [90].

Acquired defects in dense granule secretion and thromboxane formation are described in the chapter ‘Defects of Platelet Signal Transduction’ (see above). Thromboxane formation is inhibited by aspirin and other non-steroidal anti-inflammatory drugs by acting on the platelet cyclooxygenase I. Aspirin irreversibly inactivates the cyclooxygenase-1. Platelets cannot reconstitute the enzyme by new synthesis, and therefore TXA2 formation is inhibited for the lifetime of the affected platelet [70]. Also diet can affect TXA2 formation. For example, in the so-called Eskimo diet, based mainly on fish consumption, the eicosapentaenoic acid replaces the arachidonic acid in the membrane. This leads to decreased TXA2 synthesis and a slightly prolongation in bleeding time [73]. If solely fish consumption is superimposed on another covered platelet defect, spontaneous bleeding tendency can occur (Jurk and Kehrel, unpublished).

In ethanolics patients without liver disease, high amounts of alcohol induce several defects in platelets, including decreased rate of synthesis of prostaglandin endoperoxides and thus impaired thromboxane formation.

Patients with defects in dense body contents, dense body release reaction or in TXA2 formation have a markedly decreased and absent primary wave of aggregation induced by low concentrations of ADP and epinephrine, respectively.

Disorders of Platelet-Procoagulant Activity

During secondary haemostasis the amplification of platelet stimulation leads to procoagulant activity, thrombin generation, and formation of a stable platelet-fibrin plug with subsequent clot retraction. The platelet membrane contains a specific lipid assembly site and receptors with high-affinity binding sites for clotting factors, which form a favoured preferential and specialised locus to induce and modulate secondary haemostatic processes [91]. The plasma membrane of platelets consists predominantly of phospholipids (about 70%), cholesterol and glycolipids. The major phospholipids are phosphatidylycerol (PC), sphingomyeline (SphM), phosphatidylethanolamine (PE), phosphatidylycerolamine (PS) and phosphatidylinositol (PI). They are localised asymmetrically in the plasma membrane, with a higher concentration of SphM and PC in the outer leaflet and of PE and acetylated arachidonic acid in the inner leaflet [92]. Platelet activation is associated with a flip-flop move of anionic phospholipids, e.g. PS, from the inner to the outer leaflet, leading to an increase of PS from 2 to 12% of the phospholipid content. The exposure of anionic phospholipids on the platelet surface can be monitored by labelling of platelets with annexin V, a specific ligand for aminophospholipids [93]. The exposure of PS on aggregated platelets provides a catalytic surface for procoagulant processes, enabling thrombin generation at the site of injury [94].

In the cell-based model of coagulation, small amounts of thrombin are built on the surface of a tissue factor-presenting cell – a fibroblast or an activated monocyte or an activated endothelial cell. These amounts of thrombin are not able to produce a stable fibrin clot, but are high enough to activate platelets. Activated platelets can then bind coagulation factors and cofactors via Ca2+ and by specific receptors [95, 96]. Several platelet protein receptors have been identified in the last few years. FXI, for example, binds with very high affinity to the leucine-rich repeat domain of GPIX [97]. The platelet-bound cofactors FV and FVIII are protected against cleavage by activated protein C [98]. On the platelet surface the Xase complex and the prothrombinase complex have optimal conditions [99]. The concerted action of coagulation factors yield a burst of thrombin formation on the platelet surface so that a stable fibrin clot can be formed [100, 101].

In the very rare inherited Scott's syndrome platelets do not express PS on the platelet outer membrane leaflet after activation. Platelets undergo normal adhesion, secretion and aggregation but do not support assembly of the coagulation factors. These platelets lack scramblase activity, but the specific mutations have not been defined [102]. Inverse conditions, the Stormorken's syndrome, have been described by Stormorken et al. [103]. In this disorder platelets are constitutively activated and express PS without prior in vitro activation. A defect in platelet procoagulant activity has also been described in Bernard-Soulier platelets.

Since we measure the burst on thrombin formation on the platelet surface (endogenous thrombin formation in platelet-rich plasma, binding of coagulation factors to platelets), we have seen several patients with defects in the interaction between coagulation factors and its protein receptors on the platelet surface, with clear bleeding symptoms. We suggest that these new kind of disorders are just the tip of an iceberg and that many of our bleeding patients have problems with the procoagulant activity of their platelets that is overseen by the classical tests so far.

Defects in Clot Retraction

Clot retraction is dependent on fibrin(ogen) and integrin αIIbβ3 and therefore absent in αIIbβ3-deficient Glanzmann platelets or in asbifinogenemia. However, only a subset of αIIbβ3-blocking antibodies or peptides were able to inhibit retraction, suggesting a differential engagement of αIIbβ3 in fibrin clot retraction versus aggregation [104].

Association between Platelets and Leucocytes and Microparticle Formation

Besides homotypic platelet interactions, activated platelets bind preferentially to leucocytes. Heterotypic association be-


### Approach to Diagnosis

There is no test that identifies all problems related to platelet function. The basis of all diagnoses of platelet function defects is a detailed case and family history. An approach for diagnosing platelet disorders is given in figure 1. In the past, the primary screen for platelet function defects has been the bleeding time. However, the bleeding time is not very sensitive or specific, and the reproducibility depends on the skills of the person performing the test. The bleeding time is prolonged in several inherited platelet disorders but, like all other platelet tests studied so far, is not able to predict the likelihood that a patient will bleed excessively during surgery [116].

The PFA-100 (Platelet Function Analyser 100, Dade Behring) has gained acceptance as a device to screen for aspirin effects and to analyse those platelet functions that depend on high shear stress, e.g. platelet interactions with vWF. PFA-100 measures the closure time of citrated blood aspirated at high shear through the central aperture of a nitrocellulose membrane coated with a combination of agonists. The PFA-100 test is not a replacement for bleeding tests.

Platelet secretion and aggregation tests provide evidence for defects, but these parameters are not universally predictive of the severity of bleeding symptoms. The cone and plate(let) analyser (Impact) may be useful to analyse platelet adhesion (see above) and subsequent platelet aggregation on different adhesive substrates under different shear conditions [117]. In contrast to other global tests, also hyperreactivity of platelets is reflected when using this device. Recent data suggests that this device is a reliable tool for the diagnosis of several platelet adhesion and aggregation defects.

More sophisticated tests (listed in fig. 1 and table 2) are very useful to study platelet functions in detail. A drawback is that most of these tests are available only in few specialised laboratories.

### Management of Platelet Disorders

Treatment of acquired platelet function defects always requires the treatment of the underlying disease first. Only in

---

**Table 2.** Platelet function tests by flow cytometry

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Test</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Dose-dependent induction of fibrinogen binding by platelet agonists</td>
<td>(e.g. ADP, arachidonic acid, epinephrine, collagen, thrombin, PAR-1/PAR-4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dose-dependent induction of P-selectin surface expression by platelet</td>
<td>activating peptides, thromboxane) and vWF binding by ristocetin (or botrocetin)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dose-dependent induction of CD63 surface expression by platelet agonists</td>
<td>(e.g. ADP, arachidonic acid, epinephrine, collagen, thrombin, PAR-1/PAR-4 activating peptides, thromboxane) as a marker of α-granule secretion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mepacrine uptake into the dense bodies and release induced by platelet agonists</td>
<td>CD40L surface expression induced by platelet agonists (collagen, thrombin) as a marker of exocytosis from internal stores</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Detection of intracellular as well as extracellular posttranslational modifications in proteins</td>
<td>(e.g. phosphorylation, free thiols, glutathionylation, S-nitrosylation)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quantification of associates between platelets and leucocytes</td>
<td>Activation-dependent cleavage of platelet cell surface proteins (e.g. PAR-1, PAR-4, GPIb, GPV, GPVI, CD36, CD40L)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Platelet microparticle formation</td>
<td>Serotonin release and rebinding to the platelet surface</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
pronounced bleeding or high risk of bleeding platelelts usually have to be transfused to provide normally functioning platelets. Desmopressin, tranexamic acid and recombinant FVII can also be of value. However, the detailed knowledge of the causal relationship leading to platelet function defects is necessary to choose the best management. Detailed advice for the management of different platelet disorders are given in several reviews on special aspects of platelet disorders [118–121].

Closing Remarks

The implementation of modern proteomics and transcriptomic technology in platelet studies will further increase our understanding of different platelet functions and gives reason to hope that novel biomarkers can be discovered that help in diagnosing inherited and/or acquired platelet disorders or predicting the susceptibility of individuals to bleeding or to thrombosis [122, 123].

Posttranslational modifications of platelet surface proteins, e.g. by redox-reactions, NO and glutathion, modify platelet function [124]. Studies on posttranslational modifications of platelets in different disease states will offer deeper insights into platelet disorders in the future.
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